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Let 9 be a family of connected graphs. With each element a: E 9, we can 
associate a weight we. Let G be a graph. An F-cover of G is a spanning subgraph 
of G in which every component belongs to g. With every F-cover we can associate 
a monomial r(C) = l&w, , where the product is taken over all components of 
the cover. The F-polynomial of G is c T(C), where the sum is taken over ah 
F-covers in 6. We obtain general results for the complete graph and complete 
bipartite graphs, and we show that many of the well-known graph polynomials 
are special cases of more general F-polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many polynomials which have been associated with graphs, e.g., 
the chromatic polynomial, characteristic polynomial, etc. 3n an attempt 
to put all graph polynomials under one heading, we developed the F-poly- 
nomial of a graph. In this paper we give the basic definition related to the 
theory, some fundamental results about F-polynomials, and we derive the 
F-polynomial of the complete graph. We also show that all the well-known 
graph polynomials are indeed F-polynomials and are special cases of more 
general polynomials. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let S be a family of connected graphs. With each element 01 E g> we can 
associate a weight w, . Let G be a graph. An Pcovev of G is a spanning 
subgraph of G in which every component belongs to 9. e will sometimes 
refer to an 9-cover as simply “a cover.” 
With every g-cover of G we can associate a monomial z-(C) = 
where the product is taken over all components of the Gover. The ~-~~~y~~~~~~ 
of G is C z-(C), where the sum is taken over all F-covers In G. Lf each element 
of S with n nodes is given a weight w, , then the F-polynomial of the graph 
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will be a polynomial in p variables, where p is the number of nodes in- G. 
A vector of the form w = (wl, w2 ,..., w,) will be called a weight uector.- An 
F-polynomial in w, , wz ,... will be called a general F-polynomial of the graph 
to distinguish it from the “special” polynomials obtained by giving specific 
values to the wi . In particular, if wi = w for all values of i, then the resulting 
polynomial is called the simple F-polynomial of the graph. 
The notation F(G; w) will be used for the general F-polynomial of the 
graph G, and F(G; W) will be used for the simple F-polynomial of G. Symbols 
such as F(G; w, t) and F(G; w, U, V) will represent generating functions for 
F(G; w), the extra variables serving to collect together covers having common 
parameters (e.g., number of components). The symbol F will be replaced by 
other letters when a particular family 9 is being considered. 
3. THE FUNDAMENTALTHEOREM 
Consider a graph G containing an adge a. We can divide the covers in G 
into two classes (1) those which contain a and (2) those which do not contain 
a. Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by deleting a. Then the covers in G’ 
are precisely those covers in G which do not contain a. In order to handle the 
covers that contain a we give the following definition. 
Incorporating an Edge 
By the incorporation of an edge a in a graph G, we mean a process by 
which the edge is distinguished, and required to belong to any cover in G that 
we consider. The edge a will be called a restricted edge, and a graph contain- 
ing restricted edges will be called a restricted graph. For convenience, a 
graph with no restricted edges will also be called a restricted graph. From 
the above discussion, we get 
THEOREM 1 (The Fundamental Theorem). Let G be a restricted graph 
containing an unrestricted edge a. Then 
F(G; w) = F(G’; w) + F(G”; w), 
where G’ is the graph obtained from G by deleting a and G”, the restricted 
graph on which a is made a restricted edge. 
This theorem suggests an algorithm for finding F(G; w) by applying the 
theorem recursively to smaller and smaller graphs. 
The fundamental theorem implies that most of the possible subsets of 
edges in the graph will be “looked at.” This means that all the associated 
algorithms obtained by specifying the incorporation process will be exponen- 
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tial. We shall refer to each of these algorithms as the “fundamental algori~~~~~ 
for the respective type of F-polynomial, or simply as ‘“the reduction process.” 
K1 and Kz will represent the complete graphs with 1 an 2 nodes, respectively. 
4. BASIC PROPERTIES 
We will now give results which illustrate some of the fundamental proper- 
ties of all F-polynomials irrespective of the family 5. G denotes a graph 
with p nodes and q edges, and members of 9 containing the same ~~rnb~r of 
nodes are given the same weight. The proofs are strai~tfo~a~d. 
Property 1. Each term in F(G; w) is of the form A w? w$ +I+ where A is 
the coefficient and Ci iji = p. 
yoperty 2. If K1 E 9 then the coefficient of wlp is 1, 
Property 3. The coefficient of w, is the number of spanning s~b~a~~~ 
of G belonging to the family 9. 
Property 4. If Kl and K2 E 9 then the coefficient of wf-‘wz is q, %hcz 
number of edges in G. 
Broperty 5. If G has k components G1 , G, ,-.‘, Gi, then 
F(G; w) = F(G, ; w)F(G2 ; w) -*- F(Gk ; w). 
5. F-POLYNOMIALS OF COMPLETE GRAPHS 
It is easily verified that if K1 and K, belong to -9, then F(K, ; w) = w1 and 
F(K, ; w) = w12 + wz . We shall consider K, for p > 2. 
Consider a partition of V(6) into sets, there being ji sets with i rmdes 
(i > 0). We write the partition as 
Since G is labeled the elements of rj are labeled. The number of ways of 
labeling thea nodes in G isp! However, there will be two kinds of duplications 
resulting as far as distinct labeled partitions are concerned. The first kind is 
due to permutations of elements within the sets. The second is due to 
permutations of the sets themselves. We must therefore divide p! by a 
suitable divisor in order to correct for these duplications. 
The contribution to this divisor from the first kind of duplication is flt>jf 
for the set of size i. The contribution from the second kind of duplication isji! 
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Hence the total contribution due to all duplications is & (i!>ji ji! The 
number of distinct labeled partitions is therefore 
Let & be the number of spanning subgraphs of KS which are members of 
the family. Then since the weight wi is assigned to each of these, the contribu- 
tion of vj to F(Kv ; w) is Ci where 
F(K, ; w) can now be obtained by summing C, over all such partitions of p. 
Thus 
\;rhere (I-J) denotes summation for all j, , j, ,... such that Cr=, iji = p. This is 
p! times the coefficient of t” in 
Hence, we have 
THEOREM 2. 
F(K, ; w, t) = c F’KP;,w) t” (2) 
9 
If we put w = (w, w, w ,..., w), then we get the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.1. 
Let us temporarily write F(p) for F(K, ; w). Then from Theorem 2 we get 
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By differentiating both sides of Eq. (2) with respect to t, and ~q~at~~~ 
coefficients of tg, we get 
FCP + 11 
P! 
with i=p-k+ I. 
so 
By using the Blissard notation (see Riordao j2]) we obtain the following 
rest& : 
THEOREM 3. 
FD = $hw(F f 4w)“-” 
where 
I;k = F(k) and (#w)” = $&WI, * 
We shall see that P(K, ; w) can be expressed in terms of the cycle-index of 
the symmetric group and also as a Bell polynomial. From Eq, (1) we have 
c, = P! I-IL (4ewP 
3 
Tl[i”=, (i!)jiji! 
ence, from the definition of the cycle-index, we have 
THBOREM 4. F(Kg ; w) can be obtained from the cycle-index of the syrs- 
metric group by putting 
The expression given for F(K, ; w) in Eq. (2) can also be written as the 
-polynomials Y3(g, , g, ,..., g,) where g, = &wi ~ A table of these ~oiy~omia~s 
is given in Riordan [I, p. 491. 
We can employ the same combinatorial technique in order to obtain the 
analogous results for the complete bipartite graph. rin Km,% we have two kirrds 
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of nodes. We can refer to them as red nodes and blue nodes. Let rr be a 
partition of T/@&J. Letj,,, be the number of sets in v which contain a red 
nodes and j3 blue nodes. Let &,.a be the number of members of the family S 
that span Ka,8 . Give each of these subgraphs a weight w,,~ . Then the follow- 
ing results can be obtained. 
THEOREM 5. 
THEOREM 6. 
with CY. + j3 > 0, 01 < m, /3 d n, Cm a&,, = m, and CP bks = n, and by 
writing F(m, n) for F(Km,n ; w), we have 
THEOREM 7. 
6. APPLICATION TO CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS 
We shall now let 9 be the family of circuits together with Kl and Kz 
which we shall call improper circuits. The resulting F-polynomials will be 
called circuit polynomials and denoted by C(G; w). Theorem 1 can then be 
written as 
C(G; w) = C(G’; w) + C(G*, w). 
We can improve this result. If a is an incorporated edge then it belongs to 
every cover of G*, and this can happen in two ways-either a is itself an 
element of the cover or it is part of a proper circuit in the cover. If the former, 
then any cover consists of a and its endnodes. The contribution of this type 
of cover to the circuit polynomial is w,C(G”; w), where G” is obtained from 
G by removing the endnodes of a. 
In the latter case, the corresponding covers are those for which a is 
“circuit-incorporated,” i.e., distinguished in the sense that any cover must 
include a as part of a proper circuit. Note that our graphs will still have 
only two kinds of edges-ordinary edges and circuit incorporated edges, 
since the edges occurring as “circuits” of length 2, are replaced by the factor 
wz . Therefore, our incorporation process is not as complicated as it might 
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seem. Also a restricted graph containing a node of valency 3 can be ~mmedia~ 
tely ignored. Our discussion leads to the following resuh. 
THEQREM 8. Let G be a restricted graph containing an ~~re~tr~~ted edge CE 
joining nodes x and y. Then 
C(G; w) = C(G’; w) + w,C(G”; 
where G’ is obtainedfrom G by deleting a, 6” is obtai~edfrom G by removing 
nodes x and y, and G* is the restricted graph in which a is 
The characteristic polynomial of a graph G is the characteristic polynomial 
of its adjacency matrix. We shall denote the characteristic ~o~y~omia~ of G 
by q!(G; x). Sachs [3] has shown that the characteristic polynomial of a 
graph G with p nodes is given by the formula 
+(G; x) = 2 a,~- 
n=Q 
with a, = 1 and for n > 0, a, = J&o ,(- l)K(H)2C(W’; where K(H) and 
are the numbers of components and proper circuits, respectively, in the graph 
H, and G, is the set of those n-node subgraphs of G in which each component 
is either a cycle or K2 . 
In Sachs’ polynomial, the contribution of each subgraph H is A?-~ 
(- l)K’N’2C’H’. s ince each graph in G, has n nodes then any cover whose 
nonempty components constitute H must containp - n isolated nodes. Since 
W has C(H) proper circuits then it contains K(H) - C(H) isolated edges. 
Now the contribution of a cover to C(G; w) is given by w$ w$ a** w? 
where zF=, iji = p. By comparing this contribution with that of the cover 
contaming H, we obtain the relations 
A =p -n, 
.A = JWfl- WTJ, 
j, +j, f a** +j, = C 
ence, we obtain the following relation. 
?%IEOREM 9. #(G; x) is obtainedfrom C(G; w) byp~tti~g ?wl = x, w2 = -1 
andwle = --2fork>2. 
It follows therefore that characteristic polynomials are ~-polynomials, 
.and are special cases of circuit polynomials. 
Notice that if we restrict ourselves to (ICI, &r,> then the covers will be 
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matchings in G. The resulting polynomials will therefore be called matching 
polynomials and denoted by M(G; w). Theorem 8 then becomes 
M(G; w) = M(G’; w) + M(G”; w). 
Schwenk [4] has given Theorem 8 in this specialized form. 
7. APPLICATION TO MOON'S POLYNOMIALS 
If we take 9 to be the family of trees, then the F-polynomials obtained 
will be called be called tree polynomials, and will be denoted by T(G; w). We 
will prove the following result, which is also given in Tutte [5]. 
THEOREM 10. Let G be a graph containing an edge xy. Let G’ be the graph, 
obtained from G by deleting xy. Let G: be the graph obtained from G be 
identifying nodes x and y and omitting any loops formed. Then 
T(G; w) = T(G’; w) + T(G”; w). 
Proof. We need only show that the covers in the restricted graph corre- 
sponding to G” have no elements which contain circuits. It is not difficult 
to show that a loop is formed in G” only when the corresponding edge in the 
restricted graph completes a circuit of restricted edges. Thus the inclusion 
of the loop in the graph 6” will mean the inclusion of a circuit in one of the 
elements of the cover. Hence, we omit all circuits in G by omitting loops in. 
G”. The result then follows by application of the fundamental theorem. 
Q.E.D.. 
The general tree polynomial of a graph G can be written as 
T(G; w) = c w:w? a.- w$ , (3)” 
where the summation is taken over all spanning forests in G. Let us reassign. 
weights according to the following criterion. If a component TD, of a cover- 
contains n, nodes, then it will receive a weight PZ~(-~)~-~S. Then Eq. (3), 
becomes 
T(G; 0) = c fi ni(-QB, (4)b 
i-1 
where 
Now Cl=, ik = number of components in the spanning forest, and 
21bl iknk = number of nodes in G. Hence, /3 = &$) - p, where /(F&* 
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represents the number of trees in the spanning forest Fd . Let us represent 
the product nFSI ni by I’(&). Then Eq. (4) can be written as 
where the summation is taken over all the spanning forests in G. T 
polynomial is precisely the polynomial defined on p. 80 of Moon [I-]. Since 
no formal name has been given to them, we shall refer to polynomials of this 
type as “Moon” polynomials. 
From the above discussion we have 
THEOREM 1 I. Let T(G; 0) be the polynomial obtained from T(G; w) 
putting w,+ = ni(-6)1-fii; then T(G; 0) is the Moon polynomial of G. 
Moon used these polynomials in order to obtain results concerning the 
number of spanning trees in graphs. The interested reader can refer to 
Moon [l] for further information about these polynomials. 
Tt is clear from Theorem 11, that Moon polynomials are ~~poly~~rnia~s~ 
and are special cases of tree polynomials. 
8. APPLICATION TO DICHROMATX POLYNOMIALS 
If 9 is the family of all graphs, then the Ppolynomials obtained will be 
called subgraph polynomials, and denoted by S(G; w). For subgraph 
nomials, we will assign weights according to the number of nodes and 
in the component-unlike the previous cases, in which weights were assigned 
according to the number of nodes only. This will facilitate t 
to dichromatic polynomials and chromatic polynomials. 
Since any graph can be a component of a cover, there will be no restrictions 
on the edges which are to be added to the incorporated subgraph. Thus the 
visual assistance obtained by marking the incorporated edge in G” is not 
required. We could instead “shrink” the incorporated edge to a node. The 
resulting graph will then contain ordinary nodes and “c~rnpo~~~ nodes.” 
Each such compound node will represent a subgraph of incorporated edges. 
We must keep an account of the number of nodes and edges in each com- 
pound node. 
Identification of the nodes at the ends of the edge will accomphs 
shrinking process. Thus we shall delete edges and identify nodes-just 
did for tree polynomials, except that we do not ignore loops. Thus we 
the following fundamental theorem for subgraph po~yn~mials~ 
THEOREM 12. Let G be a given graph. Let xy be an edge in G. Let 
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the graph obtained from G be deleting xy and G*, the graph obtainedfrom G by 
identifving (in the sense described above) nodes x and y. Then 
S(G; w) = S(G’; w) + S(G*; w). 
The fundamental algorithm for subgraph polynomials consists of repeated 
application of this theorem until empty graphs result. If the general poly- 
nomial is desired, then an account must be kept of the number of nodes and 
edges in the subgraph corresponding to the compound nodes, throughout 
the reduction process. This can be accomplished by assigning pairs of integers 
to the compound nodes-representing the number of nodes and edges in 
the incorporated subgraphs. We can associate the pairs (1, 0) with ordinary 
nodes. If two nodes with associated pairs (ml , n,) and (mz , nJ are identified, 
then the pair (ml + m 2 , ~1~ + n2 + 1) will be associated with the resulting 
compound node. 
If the simple polynomial is desired, then the reduction process is greatly 
simplified. In this case we are no longer interested in the number of elements 
in the compound nodes, which can therefore be treated as ordinary nodes. 
By assigning weights according to the number of nodes and edges in the 
components, we obtain polynomials with terms of the form wT$’ w~~$’ **a 
W z;;, where p and q are the numbers of nodes and edges, respectively, in the 
original graph. Thus the general subgraph polynomial of G, weighted by 
both nodes and edges, is 
S(G; w) = c n ~2’ 
where the summation is taken over all subgraph covers of G. 
Let us now assign special weights to S(G; w) by putting w,,, = x~~-~+l. 
Then Eq. (6) becomes 
D(G; 6, Y>> = c @Y”~, (7) 
where Sk is the number of components in the kth cover and yrc = qk - pk + 
2$ ; with qa and pk being the number of edges and nodes, respectively, in the 
kth cover in G, and the summation is taken over all subgraph covers of G. 
yk and pk - 6, are, respectively, the cycle-rank and coboundary-rank of the 
cover (see Tutte [6]). Then the polynomial D(G; (x, y)) is precisely the dichro- 
matic polynomial of G defined in Tutte [6]. Hence, we have 
THEOREM 13. The polynomial obtained from S(G; CO) by putting w,,,, = 
xy++@ is the dichromatic polynomial of G. 
We have therefore shown that the dichromatic polynomial of a graph is an 
F-polynomial, and is a special case of the subgraph polynomial of the graph. 
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9. APPLICATION TO CHROMATIC ~oLY~Q~AL~ 
Let us ignore the number of nodes in the components of the s~~gra~~ 
covers. Then Eq. (6) can be written as 
S(G; w) = i C ak(io , il ,... 
k=l (if 
where ak(iO i i, ,..., 4 i ) is the number of covers with ~ard~~a~~ty k and consisting 
of iO isolated nodes, il edges, etc., and the second summation is taken over 
all solutions of C”, i, = k. 
Let us assign weights to the components of the covers as follows. Tf the 
component contains Y edges then it will be given a weight of (-l)rk Then 
Eq. (8) becomes 
S(G; A) = -f 1 @,(i, , i, ,..., i4)(-Ijn h” , 
k=l (i) 
6% 
where n = C”,=, mi, . Since components with the same number of edges will 
receive the same weight, we can replace a,(& , il ,..., ia) by a,@), the number of 
covers with cardinality k and containing n edges. Hence, Eq. (9) becomes 
where dk = I”,=,” ak(n). 
Whitney [7] has shown that dk is the coefficient of kth power of the 
variable, in the chromatic polynomial of the graph. This implies the fol~ow~~~ 
result. 
THEOREM 14. The polynomial obtained from the ~~bg~a~h ~oly~orn~a~ of a 
graph by giving each component of a cover a weight (- ljr, where r is tke 
number of edges in the component, is the chromatic p~~yno~~~~ of G. 
Thus the chromatic polynomial of a graph is an ~-~o~y~ornia~ which can be 
obtained from the subgraph polynomial of the graph. 
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